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      'Assessment is a core tool of every teacher’s practice; this book enables the reflective practitioner to develop a critical understanding of assessment with the confidence to implement it productively in their teaching in order to have an impact on children’s learning.'
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      Combines theory and practice. Th book will support trainee teacher with their academic assignments and practice in the class room




  
          Dr Julie Brierley




              


    
      



 


 
      clear comprehensive overview of assessment in primary schools




  
          Julia Holden




              


    
      



 


 
      A general text on assessment which will help to deepen student knowledge and understanding. Useful chapter on alternative methods of assessing pupils enabling students to widen their assessment methods used on school placement. Chapter on self and peer assessment is another area that will support student learning.




  
          Mrs Alison Carney




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent source of information for student teachers.  This book has been used by those embarking on a school experience and to support module content.




  
          Mrs Sarah Martin-Denham




              


    
      



 


 
      A timely consideration of assessment and yts role in primary education.




  
          Mrs Marion Hobbs




              


    
      



 


 
      An easy to access resource for our trainees as they look to widen their reading on the role of assessment in schools.




  
          Mrs Alison Carney




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a good book , exploring different assessment tools  and ways to assess effectively.




  
          Mrs Gill Fry




              


    
      



 


 
      Love this. Will be on recommended reading for this year.




  
          Mrs Jan Gourd




              


    
      



 


 
      This will be used to get the  students reading independently and widely on the idea of assessment to inform learning as it has useful ideas expressed in a straightforward manner.




  
          Ms Susan Lane




              


    
      



 


 
      A comprehensive and balanced overview of the subject, which provides trainee teachers with the practical knowledge and theoretical underpinning to use assessment effectively in the classroom.




  
          Ms Kate Allott




              


    
      



 


 
      An interesting read, particularly concerning formative assessment. I would certainly use this when planning seminars.




  
          Mrs Nicola Baker
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